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What Do Donors Expect from the Major Type
1 Non-Proﬁts?
Conclusions:
→

Donors have very high performance expectaons from the major type 1 nonproﬁts that they support. Donors expect the main charies to pursue cure research with focus and urgency.

→

Donor expectaons related to cure research involve three main areas: priorizaon of cure work; speed to results; and transparency of communicaon.

→

The non-proﬁts meet some key donor expectaons, but signiﬁcant gaps exist
between what donors expect from the organizaons in their cure development
eﬀorts and what the non-proﬁts deliver

→

Implemenng a Praccal Cure research iniave would more closely align the
non-proﬁts’ cure development eﬀorts with many fundamental expectaons of
donors

Organizations of
Focus:

American Diabetes
Association (ADA)
Diabetes Research
Institute Foundation
(DRIF)
JDRF
Joslin Diabetes Center
(Joslin)
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What Do Donors Expect from the Major Type 1 Non-Profits?

The JDCA recently sponsored a survey to be.er understand donors’ expectaons of the diabetes non-proﬁts. This
report examines what donors expect of the non-proﬁts’ type 1 cure development eﬀorts, parcularly the nonproﬁts’ cure research funding and communicaons with donors.
A key ﬁnding is that donors have very high performance expectaons of the type 1 organizaons that they support.
In parcular donors expect the non-proﬁts to apply focus and urgency to curing type 1, a goal set forth by each of
the non-proﬁts’ missions.
The report also compares donor expectaons to what is being delivered by the organizaons. We point out the
places where expectaons are met and provide suggesons to improve areas where donor expectaons are not
met.
The survey ulized an independent, third-party company to poll a stascally valid number of adults who either
have type 1 themselves or have a family member or close friend with type 1. Respondents were geographically dispersed across the United States and concentrated within the age range of 22-55. All respondents have directly donated to a diabetes non-proﬁt or parcipated in a fundraising event, eighty-ﬁve percent within the past two years.

Three Key Areas of Donor Expecta%ons Involving Cure Research
I.

Cure Research Allocaons

Research is the largest area of spending for the four non-proﬁts combined, and cure research receives more funding
than any other research category.1 This spending focus is aligned with donors’ preferences as eighty percent of donors rank cure research as their highest priority.2 Among those donors who priorize cure research, 9 out of 10
want their donaons used for projects that have the best chances of delivering a cure in the foreseeable future.
However, as indicated in our most recent report, only an extremely small 2% of donor contribuons to the four major non-proﬁts combined are directed to Praccal Cure research, the type of cure research that could most expediously deliver a cure for type 1.3
II. Speed to a Cure
It is no surprise that donors want a cure as soon as possible and expect that the organizaons who receive their gi:s
are working with focus, clarity of purpose, and urgency. Survey results show that donors expect that the cure for
type 1 will be delivered within the next twenty years and that a speciﬁc goal is in place to deliver this objecve. Speciﬁcally, survey data indicates that 77% of donors “realiscally expect” a cure within the next twenty years, as
shown in Exhibit A:
Exhibit A: When do you realiscally expect to have a cure for type 1 diabetes?
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Source: JDCA Research
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The donor community also believes that having a clear %me goal for developing a cure is important. Seventy-six
percent of respondents feel that it is either extremely important or very important to have a clear me goal for developing a cure. Please see Exhibit B for the survey data.
Exhibit B: How important to you is it that your primary type 1 diabetes charity/research center has a clear
me goal for developing a cure?
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Despite the importance that the donor community places on a %me goal, none of the four major type 1 nonproﬁts has established one. Creang a me goal would focus research eﬀorts, direct funding to the projects that
are designed to deliver a cure within the desired meframe, and probably speed the pace of cure development up
to donor expectaons. Embracing a me goal does not guarantee that a cure will be delivered by a speciﬁed date.
However, the absence of a me goal results in sca.ered cure development eﬀorts and jusﬁes the funding of
research that has no real potenal to cure individuals who are now living with type 1.
Although the majority of the donor community expects to have a cure within the next twenty years, the cure
funding strategies of most non-proﬁts do not align with this expecta%on. Praccal Cure research targets a cure
within this twenty year meframe (please see the Appendix on page 5 for a deﬁnion of a Praccal Cure). Therefore, if all the major type 1 chari%es adopted a Prac%cal Cure research ini%a%ve and directed signiﬁcant funding
to this type of research it would be.er align cure eﬀorts with donors’ expecta%ons.

III. Transparent and Timely Informaon Sharing
Donors have high expectaons for how they would like the non-proﬁts to communicate with them. Survey results
reveal several insights which are depicted in Exhibit C.
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Exhibit C: How important to you is it that your primary type 1 diabetes charity/research center:

(% Respondents)
Extremely or Very Important
Provides a clear definition of a cure
90%
Shares successes toward cure progress
90%
Shares setbacks to cure progress
79%
Shares key research results in a timely manner
89%
Clearly and thoroughly communicates how it uses donor contributions
92%
Clearly communicates its annual budget-revenue, donations, expenses, etc.
83%
Clearly communicates strategies and goals
89%
Source: JDCA Research

When comparing what is important to donors with what the non-proﬁts are delivering, the results are mixed in
terms of the informaon that the non-proﬁts share about their cure development eﬀorts. Nine out of ten of those
surveyed say that clearly deﬁning the targeted cure outcome is either extremely important or very important to
them. Despite the importance that the donor community assigns to deﬁning the cure outcome, only one of the
four major non-proﬁts, the DRIF, has deﬁned the cure that it seeks.
Donors also feel that it is important for the non-proﬁts to communicate both research successes and setbacks and
to do so in a %mely manner. For the most part the charies eﬀecvely communicate research successes in a mely
manner by posng favorable cure developments on their websites. In contrast, communicaons involving research
setbacks and the implicaons for future research are less transparent. In addion, the non-proﬁts periodically host
seminars for donors that highlight research progress and cure development strategies, with far less emphasis on
challenges and setbacks.
A third area where communicaons and transparency are important to donors involves reporng on issues of corporate governance, including the organizaon’s ﬁnances, how donor contribuons are ulized, and the organizaons’ research strategies and goals. Here too, the results are mixed. We believe that the non-proﬁts eﬀecvely report only a poron of their ﬁnancial performance. For a more detailed discussion of the non-proﬁts’ corporate governance pracces, please see our July 2012 report, “How Do the Major Type 1 Non-Proﬁts Rate on Corporate Governance Issues?”. We will be updang these rangs in a forthcoming publicaon.
There are opportunies to meaningfully improve transparency into the non-proﬁts’ operaonal performance and to
more thoroughly communicate cure progress. We believe that the non-proﬁts could signiﬁcantly enhance the thoroughness of their ﬁnancial repor%ng and clarity into the use of donor contribu%ons. This would result in a more
informed donor base and would more closely align with donors’ expectaons.

Summary and Conclusions
The donor community has high performance expectaons of the type 1 charies they support, parcularly with respect to cure development eﬀorts. Donor want a cure as soon as possible and expect that their donaons will be
used to fund research that has the potenal to deliver this result in the foreseeable future.
Donors also have many other fundamental expectaons regarding cure eﬀorts and how they wish the non-proﬁts to
engage with them, including establishing a me goal for cure development and deﬁning the cure outcome that the
research seeks to develop. In addion, communicaons involving cure progress and providing transparency into the
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operaons and ﬁnancial performance of the organizaon are meaningful to donors. Importantly, implemen%ng a
Prac%cal Cure research ini%a%ve would much more closely align the non-proﬁt’s cure development eﬀorts with
many key donor expecta%ons.
Cure-minded donors can ensure that some of their expectaons will be met by requiring the charity to use their donaons to only fund Praccal Cure research. The JDCA has developed tools to assist cure donors with this endeavor.
A sample Spulaon Le.er can be found at h.p://www.thejdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Donor-AconLe.er.pdf). A.aching this le.er to your donaon will ensure that it is used only for Praccal Cure research.

Appendix A: JDCA Deﬁni%on of a Prac%cal Cure
A Prac%cal Cure is outcome based and permits a ‘like-normal’ lifestyle

Sleep Worry Free

Minimal Monitoring

 Allows patients to sleep care free

 Does not require blood glucose
monitoring beyond once a week
 A1C levels 5-7%

Minimal Side Effects

Free Diet

 Best case: Zero side effects
 Acceptable case: Insignificant
side effects

 Does not restrict a patient’s diet
 Does not require carb counting

Reasonable Meds

Fast Recovery

 If pharmacological, an
easily managed regime

 If surgical, less than 72
hours recovery
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2. JDCA report, “Do Donors Feel That Practical Cure Research Is Important?” January 31, 2013.
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